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Theoretical Motivation for Quarkonia study  

•  Heavy quarks produced in the initial hard-scattering 
process 

•  Melting of  quarkonia caused by Debye screening 

•  Different bound states of  quarkonia which has different 
binding energy and radius lead to                         
sequential melting of  the states                                         
with increasing temperature 
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Ágnes Mócsy: Potential Models for Quarkonia 5

Fig. 5. The QGP thermometer.

In principle, a state is dissociated when no peak struc-
ture is seen, but the widths shown in spectral functions
from current potential model calculations are not physi-
cal. Broadening of states as the temperature increases is
not included in any of these models. At which T the peak
structure disappears then? In [27] we argue that no need
to reach Ebin = 0 to dissociate, but when Ebin < T a state
is weakly bound and thermal fluctuations can destroy it.
Let us quantify this statement.

Due to the uncertainty in the potential we cannot de-
termine the binding energy exactly, but we can never-
theless set an upper limit for it [27]: We can determine
Ebin with the most confining potential that is still within
the allowed ranges by lattice data on free energies. For
the most confining potential the distance where deviation
from T = 0 potential starts is pushed to large distances
so it coincides with the distance where screening sets in
[12]. From Ebin we can then estimate, following [28], the
quarkonium dissociation rate due to thermal activation,
obtaining this way the thermal width of a state ! (T ).
At temperatures where the width, that is the inverse of
the decay time, is greater than the binding energy, that is
the inverse of the binding time, the state will likely to be
dissociated. In other words, a state would melt before it
binds. For example, already close to Tc the J/" would melt
before it would have time to bind. To quantify the dissoci-
ation condition we have set a more conservative condition
for dissociation: 2Ebin(T ) < ! (T ). The result for di!er-
ent charmonium and bottomonium states is shown in the
thermometer of figure 5. Note, that all these numbers are
to be though of as upper limits.

In summary, potential models utilizing a set of poten-
tials between the lower and upper limit constrained by
lattice free energy lattice data yield agreement with lat-
tice data on correlators in all quarkonium channels. Due
to this indistinguishability of potentials by the data the

precise quarkonium properties cannot be determined this
way, but the upper limit can be estimated. The decrease
in binding energies with increasing temperature, observed
in all the potential models on the market, can yield sig-
nificant broadening, not accounted for in the currently
shown spectral functions from these models. The upper
limit estimated using the confining potential predicts that
all bound states melt by 1.3Tc, except the Upsilon, which
survives until 2Tc. The large threshold enhancement above
free propagation seen in the spectral functions even at high
temperatures, again observed in all the potential models
on the market, compensates for melting of states (yielding
flat correlators), and indicates that correlation between
quark and antiquark persists. Lattice results are thus con-
sistent with quarkonium melting.

And What’s Next?

Implications of the QGP thermometer of figure 5 for heavy
ion collisions should be considered by phenomenological
studies. This can have consequences for the understanding
of the RAAmeasurements, since now the J" should melt
at SPS and RHIC energies as well. The thermometer also
suggests that the # will be suppressed at the LHC, and
that centrality dependence of this can reveal whether this
happens already at RHIC. So measurements of the # can
be an interesting probe of matter at RHIC as well as at
the LHC.

The exact determination of quarkonium properties the
future is in the e!ective field theories from QCD at finite
T. First works on this already appeared [14] and both real
and imaginary parts of the potential have been derived
in certain limits. In these works there is indication that
most likely charmonium states dissolve in QGP due ther-
mal e!ects, such as activation to octet states, screening,
Landau-damping.

The correlations of heavy-quark pairs that is embedded
in the threshold enhancement should be taken seriously
and its consequences, such as possible non-statistical re-
combination taken into account in dynamic models that
attempt the interpretation of experimental data [24].

All of the above discussion is for an isotropic medium.
Recently, the e!ect of anisotropic plasma has been con-
sidered [29]. Accordingly, quarkonium might be stronger
bound in an anisotropic medium, especially if it is aligned
along the anisotropy of the medium (beam direction).
Qualitative consequences of these are considered in an up-
coming publication [30]. Also, all of the above discussion
refers to quarkonium at rest. Finite momentum calcula-
tions are under investigation. It is expected that a moving
quarkonium dissociates faster.
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State J/Ψ (1S) Χc (1P) Ψ’ (2S) 
ΔE (GeV/c2) 3.10 3.53 3.68 
R0 (fm) 0.50 0.72 0.90 

Υ (1S) Χb (1P) Υ (2S) Χb’ (2P) Υ (3S) 
9.46 9.99 10.02 10.26 10.36 
0.28 0.44 0.56 0.68 0.78 

From Matsui & Satz PLB 178 (1986) 416 



Experimental Puzzles from SPS and RHIC 
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•  Similar J/ψ suppression                   
at the SPS and RHIC! 
–  despite 10× higher √sNN 

•  Suppression does not increase 
with local energy density 
–  RAA(forward)<RAA(mid) 

•  Possible ingredients 
–  cold nuclear matter effects 
–  regeneration 

•  We expect the hint from LHC 
–  >10x higher energy + higher luminosity 
–  more # of charm (possible to regenerate) 
→ a new probe : ψ’ 

–  more # of bottom → a new probe : ϒ 
PHENIX, PRL 98 (2007) 232301 
PRC 84 (2011) 054912 
SPS from Scomparin @ QM06 

AA AA
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CMS PbPb integrated luminosity 
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•  2010 HI Data                   
@ 2.76 TeV 
–  7.28 µb-1 

•  2011 HI Data               
@ 2.76 TeV 
–  Delivered : 166.7 µb-1 
–  Recorded : 157.6 µb-1  

•  2011 pp Data              
@ 2.76 TeV 
–  231 nb-1 

–  Equivalent statistics for 
hard (rare) probes 
compared to the 
integrated luminosity of 
the 2010 HI run	


X 20 
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28.7m 

15.0m 

Total weight : 
14000 t 

CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) detector 
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Superconducting Solenoid 
B=3.8T, 6m internal diameter 

Inner tracker 
Silicon pixel(100×150 µm2, ~66M channels) 
Microstrips(80~180 µm, ~9.6M channels) 
pT resolution at barrel 

≤ 1.5%, pT<100GeV/c 

Muon system 
Tracking 

Barrel : Drift Tube (DT) 
Endcap : Cathode Strip Chamber (CSC) 

Trigger (Barrel, Endcap) 
Resistive Plate Chamber (RPC) 
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Muon Reconstruction in CMS 

•  Global muons reconstructed 
with information from            
inner tracker and muon stations 

•  Further muon ID based on track 
quality (χ2, # of  hits) 
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Superconducting Solenoid 

inner tracker 

muon station 
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Dimuon Acceptance: J/ψ, ϒ(1S) 
•  Because of  the magnetic field and energy loss (2~3 GeV) 

in the iron yoke, Global muons need pµ ≥ 3~5 GeV to 
reach the muon stations (depending on eta) 
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•  Limits J/ψ acceptance 
–  mid-rapidity: pT, J/ψ>6.5 GeV/c 
–  forward: pT, J/ψ>3 GeV/c 

•  ϒ acceptance: 
–  pT, ϒ>0 GeV/c for all rapidity  



Muon Pairs in pp and PbPb at √sNN = 2.76 TeV 
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Bottomonium results in PbPb at √sNN = 2.76 TeV 
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Bottomonia: with 2010 data (2S+3S)/1S 
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NΥ (2S+3S)/NΥ (1S)|PbPb

NΥ (2S+3S)/NΥ (1S)|pp
= 0.31+0.19

−0.15 ± 0.03
PRL 107 (2011) 052302 

NΥ (2S+3S)/NΥ (1S)|pp = 0.78+0.16
−0.14 ± 0.02 NΥ (2S+3S)/NΥ (1S)|PbPb = 0.24+0.13

−0.12 ± 0.02

NΥ (1S) = 101± 12 NΥ (1S) = 86± 12

Double ratio 

pp PbPb 
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Bottomonia: with 2011 data 2S,3S/1S 
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NΥ (2S)/NΥ (1S)|pp = 0.56± 0.13± 0.01 NΥ (2S)/NΥ (1S)|PbPb = 0.12± 0.03± 0.01

NΥ (3S)/NΥ (1S)|pp = 0.21± 0.11± 0.02 NΥ (3S)/NΥ (1S)|PbPb < 0.07

Significantly improved for 2011 PbPb data 
Ratios not corrected for acceptance and efficiency 

pp PbPb 
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no peak on ϒ(3S) 

CMS-HIN-11-011 



ϒ(nS) / ϒ(1S) Double Ratio 
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•  Separated ϒ(2S) and ϒ(3S) 
with HI 2011 data 

•  Measured ϒ(2S) double 
ratio vs. centrality 
–  centrality integrated: 

–  no strong centrality dependence 
•  Upper limit on ϒ(3S) 

–  Because of no peak at PbPb 
–  centrality integrated: 

–  not considering           
systematic uncertainties 

NΥ (2S)/NΥ (1S)|PbPb

NΥ (2S)/NΥ (1S)|pp
= 0.21± 0.7± 0.02

NΥ (3S)/NΥ (1S)|PbPb

NΥ (3S)/NΥ (1S)|pp
< 0.1 (95% C.L.)

CMS-HIN-11-011 
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ϒ(2S) / ϒ(1S)  

AA AA



ϒ(1S) and ϒ (2S) RAA 
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•  In 2010 (7.28µb－1): 
–  ϒ(1S) RAA in 3 centrality bins, 

only  
–  JHEP 1205 (2012) 063 

•  In 2011 (150µb－1): 
–  ϒ(1S) RAA in 7 centrality bins 
–  first results on ϒ(2S) RAA

  

–  clear suppression of ϒ(2S) 
–  ϒ(1S) suppression consistent 

with excited state suppression 
(~50% feed down) 

RAA =
Lpp

TAANMB

NPbPb(Υ (nS))

Npp(Υ (nS))

εpp
εPbPb
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CMS-HIN-11-011 
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ϒ(1S+2S+3S) RAA compared with RHIC 
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•  STAR measured RAA of   
ϒ(1S+2S+3S) combined 
–  arXiv:1109.3891 
–  min. bias value: (0~60%) 

•  CMS: separate RAA for 
ϒ(1S) and ϒ(2S) 
–  can calculate min. bias    

RAA of ϒ(1S+2S+3S): 

RAA(Υ (1S + 2S + 3S)) = RAA(Υ (1S))×
1 + Υ (2S + 3S)/Υ (1S)|PbPb

1 + Υ (2S + 3S)/Υ (1S)|pp

= 0.53× 1 + 0.19

1 + 0.97
≈ 0.32

RAA(Υ (1S + 2S + 3S)) = 0.56± 0.21+0.08
−0.16
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Charmonium results in PbPb at √sNN = 2.76 TeV 
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J/ψ in PbPb at √sNN = 2.76 TeV with 2010 data 
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•  Reconstruct µ+µ－ vertex 
•  Separation of  prompt and       

non-prompt J/ψ 
–  by 2D simultaneous fit of µ+µ− mass 

and pseudo-proper decay length 

Inclusive J/ψ 	


Prompt J/ψ	


Direct J/ψ	
 Feed-down 
from ψ’ and χc  

Non-Prompt J/ψ 
from B decays 

�J/ψ = Lxy
mJ/ψ

pT

B 
Lxy 

J/ψ	
 µ− 
µ+ 

JHEP 1205 (2012) 063 

 (mm)!J/l
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data
total fit
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Open heavy-flavor: B → J/ψ from 2010 data 	
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•  Suppression of non-prompt J/ψ observed in PbPb 
–  indication of high-pT b-quark quenching 
–  with 2011 data: ongoing to study centrality dependence 

JHEP 1205 (2012) 063 

PRL 106 (2011) 212301 
arXiv: 1205.6334 
PLB 710 (2012) 256 
EPJ C 72 (2012) 1945 
JHEP 1205 (2012) 063 
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Prompt J/ψ at high pT  : RHIC – LHC (2010) 
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•  Prompt J/ψ 	

–  pT > 6.5 GeV/c & |y|<2.4 
–  in 0–10% centrality: 

suppressed by factor 5  
–  in 50–100%: 

suppressed by factor ~1.6 

•  STAR 
–  pT > 5 GeV/c & |y|<1 
–  less suppression at RHIC 

JHEP 1205 (2012) 063 
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Prompt J/ψ at the LHC: ALICE – CMS (2010) 
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•  Prompt J/ψ 	

–  pT > 6.5 GeV/c & |y|<2.4 
–  in 0–10% centrality: 

suppressed by factor 5  
–  in 50–100%: 

suppressed by factor ~1.6 

•  ALICE (inclusive J/ψ) 
–  pT > 0 GeV/c & 2.5<y<4 
–  less suppression at forward 

rapidity, low pT 
–  includes ~10% b-fraction: 

prompt RAA could drop 11% 
JHEP 1205 (2012) 063 
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J/ψ RAA vs. rapidity (2010) 
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•  CMS: rapidity dependence opposite to PHENIX 
–  but PHENIX is low pT 

•  CMS measured at 1.6<|y|<2.4 also to lower pT (pT>3 GeV/c) 
–  consistent with ALICE forward low pT results 

ALICE, arXiv:1202.1383 
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Prompt J/ψ vs Npart : Compare with theory (2010) 
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•  Prompt J/ψ 	

–  pT > 6.5 GeV/c: 
–  in 0–10% centrality:    

suppressed by factor 5  
–  in 50–100% centrality: 

suppressed by factor ~1.6 

•  Recombination effects: 
–  expected to be small at high pT 

•  Cold nuclear matter effects 
–  work in progress to estimate 

(anti)shadowing contributions 
–  relatively small at high pT 
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Zhao & Rapp, NPA 859 (2011) 114 
Ferreiro et al.(preliminary) 
+ Torsten Dahms private communication 



ψ(2S) in pp at √s = 7 TeV from 2011 data 
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•  CMS measured ψ(2S) cross section in pp at √s = 7 TeV 
•  ψ(2S) / J/ψ cross-section ratio ~0.035 at pT > 6.5 GeV/c 
•  Uncertainties on theory larger than experimental 

uncertainties 

JHEP 1202 (2012) 011 

error bars =  total uncertainty 
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ψ(2S) in pp & PbPb at √sNN = 2.76 TeV (2011) 
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•  J/ψ, ψ(2S) peaks are well visible in the µ+µ- spectra. 

PAS CMS-HIN-12-007 
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Raw yield ratio of ψ(2S) / J/ψ: Rψ(2S) 

For pT>3 GeV/c and 1.6<|y|<2.4 



ψ(2S) in pp & PbPb at √sNN = 2.76 TeV (2011) 
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Raw yield ratio of ψ(2S) / J/ψ: Rψ(2S) 

For pT>6.5 GeV/c and |y|<1.6 

PAS CMS-HIN-12-007 

•  J/ψ, ψ(2S) peaks are well visible in the µ+µ- spectra. 



ψ(2S) / J/ψ Double Ratio (2011) 
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•  large uncertainties on pp 
Indication of ψ(2S) being less 
suppressed than J/ψ, but need 
more statistics (in particular pp). 

•  ψ(2S) are more suppressed than 
J/ψ	
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Double ratio of [ψ(2S) / J/ψ]PbPb / [ψ(2S) / J/ψ]pp 

For pT>6.5 GeV/c and |y|<1.6 For pT>3 GeV/c and 1.6<|y|<2.4 

PAS CMS-HIN-12-007 



ψ(2S) / J/ψ RAA (2011) 
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R0−100%
AA (ψ(2S)) = 1.54± 0.32 (stat)± 0.22 (syst)± 0.76 (pp)

RAA(ψ(2S)) =
Nψ(2S)/NJ/ψ|PbPb

Nψ(2S)/NJ/ψ|pp
×RAA(J/ψ)

R0−100%
AA (ψ(2S)) = 0.11± 0.03 (stat)± 0.02 (syst)± 0.02 (pp)

take RAA(J/ψ) from 
JHEP 1205 (2012) 
063 
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For pT>6.5 GeV/c and |y|<1.6 For pT>3 GeV/c and 1.6<|y|<2.4 

Double ratio of [ψ(2S) / J/ψ]PbPb / [ψ(2S) / J/ψ]pp 
PAS CMS-HIN-12-007 



Summary results from 2011 Data 
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•  First measurement of  
ϒ(2S) suppression 
–  and upper limit on ϒ(3S) double ratio 

•  ϒ(1S) RAA consistent with 
suppression of  feed down 
from excited states (~50%) 

•  Suppression pattern  

–  ϒ(3S)>ϒ(2S)>ϒ(1S)  
–  as expected in theory 

•  High-pT ψ(2S) are more 
suppressed than high-pT J/ψ 
–  Need more pp statistics to pin down 

lower-pT double ratio 
 

AA AA
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Backup slides 
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J/ψ RAA vs pT 

•  CMS : pT > 6.5GeV/c 
•  STAR : 5<pT<8 GeV/c 

–  no suppression at high pT 

•  PHENIX : lower pT 
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J/ψ RAA vs centrality : at CMS vs PHENIX 
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Acceptance and Efficiency 

•  Efficiency is validated by data driven method(Tag 
and Probe) between MC and Data 
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